A story of style and quality since 1871
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“LaReale Manifattura Luigi Cantono”- 1871
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The story of the Acqua di Biella brand
In 1865 Luigi Cantono goes to Germany to study chemistry and here he has also the opportunity of
learning the ‘secrets’ of the production of what is known as Eau de Cologne. Once back in Biella, he
decides to tool up his factories for the production of perfumes and body-care products.
In 1871 in the historical building in XX Settembre street in Biella, production begins of a fragrant cologne
that he calls Acqua di Biella.
In the “Perfumery Inventory: Raw, processed and manufactured materials” of Luigi Cantono’s company,
st

dating back to January 1 1872, in addition to colognes there are also mentioned bear fat, castor oil,
“flowers of Italy” and violet ointments and also analgesic paste, toothpastes, brilliantines, soaps, rose juice
lip creams, face-powders, scented candles, etc.
In 1878 the Reale Manifattura Luigi Cantono is granted the Savoia coat of arms as official supplier of the
Savoia Royal Household.
In 1880 Acqua di Biella starts to become well-known and appreciated all over the world. It is awarded
prizes and medals, among them a first class gold medal at the international perfumery exhibition held in
Melbourne, Australia in 1880, a gold medal in Milan in 1881, an Diploma of Honour in Biella in 1882 and a
gold medal at the Turin exhibition of 1884.
In 1900 the Reale Manifattura Luigi Cantono is enlarged and introduces new manufacturing activities. The
more modern and better equipped perfumery laboratories of the new Manifattura carry on unchanged the
production of the Acqua di Biella line, following the original recipes, which are handed down with fond
devotion. From generation to generation Acqua di Biella production remains strictly handcrafted based on
careful processing, top quality raw materials and highly selective distribution.
In 1965 Luigi Cantono’s wife, Paola Corradi Cervi, descendant of an aristocratic family of Parma,
introduces into the Acqua di Biella line new and sophisticated fragrances with a French flavour and also
refreshes the brand’s image, giving it a refined and elegant new style.
In 1980 Consuelo Cantono, the sensitive and talented “nose” of Acqua di Biella, recognising the
importance of expanding the Acqua di Biella line introduces new fragrances taken from the old recipe
book of the Reale Manifattura, and which share the same qualitative values.
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The revival of the Acqua di Biella brand
In 1996 Chiara Cantono, fourth generation, joins the company. A rebel with an independent streak just
like her great-grandfather Luigi, she had left Biella in 1978 and moved to the more cosmopolitan Milan.
There she obtained a degree in architecture, developed a fifteen-year expertise in product planning and
communication and started a promising office in Milan. In 1996 she feels the time has come to honour her
family tradition, by making use of her professional experience to revitalize the legend of Acqua di Biella.
Taking up the challenge, Chiara Cantono wishes to build on her great-grandfather’s experience creating,
with the help of great essence producers, a new line of peerless fragrances. An olfactory trail through the
memories and experiences her family and those of the Biella area, that are the inspiration for all the
fragrances.
In the Cantonos’ story there is one person who left an important mark. Alfonso Sella, a good friend of
Chiara’s father and husband of her paternal aunt, Ada Cantono. A great botanist and scholar of Biella’s
customs and dialects, he personifies the harmony between erudite culture and popular knowledge,
between the love of art and a passionate interest in nature. In the numerous texts that he wrote he was
able to restore life and literary vigour to the vanished popular traditions of his land. Chiara and Consuelo
dedicate the dialectal names of the new Acqua di Biella fragrances, Baraja, Janca and Bursh to this
extraordinary uncle.
In 1999 the whole Acqua di Biella production network, distribution system and product image are
reorganised, staking everything on the quality, selectivity and internationalisation of the brand.
The production is focused on alcoholic perfume. After selecting the best and most reliable suppliers and
the highest quality raw materials, the production is entrusted to skilled craftsmen capable of ensuring
compliance with the standards of quality of the house, keeping the entire production within the Piedmont
territory.
With the fabulous cologne called N° 1 starts the creation of a line of extraordinary fragrances that share
the quest for quality and excellence, as well as the experience of a family, and of Piedmont, the territory
full of history and ancient traditions to which it belongs.
The new silver packaging, with its precious chisel, that accompanies all the fragrances, is a tribute to the
crystal-clear and wildly turbulent rivers of the Biella area. It gives a feeling of freshness and indomitable
strength, together with a refined elegance.
The square bottle and black urea resin cap bearing the Acqua di Biella seal recapture the precision and
simplicity of the original packaging. The label carries the coat of arms and the awards conferred on the
“Reale Manifattura Luigi Cantono”.
In 2003 Acqua di Biella, with its brand-new image, is offered again in Italy and abroad through a strictly
selected network of specialized and niche shops.
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The philosophy of the Acqua di Biella brand
-

Values - Acqua di Biella is a brand with a long tradition, synonymous with quality, authenticity and
elegance.

-

Target - Acqua di Biella is addressed to genuine, refined, elegant and vivacious persons.

-

Key words - tradition - quality - elegance - luxury - authenticity - purity.

-

Consistency - production, distribution and communication follow the same standards of quality.

-

Strategic goals - to keep the product positioned in the highest sector of the artistic perfume market – to
strengthen the brand’s style and recognition - to increase brand reputation through strengthening of its
market position - to consolidate the perception of Acqua di Biella as a luxury, top quality brand with a long
tradition.

-

Image – crafted, high-quality packaging that instinctively conveys a feeling of luxury, elegance, quality
and exclusivity. The Acqua di Biella image is cared for entirely by an internal graphic design team.

-

Communication - aimed at spreading Acqua di Biella values within an exclusive target market.

-

Selective distribution at the international level: a carefully selected number of highly exclusive shops in
all Italian and foreign cities.

-

Highest product quality - fine and natural raw materials are used for the production of the whole Acqua
di Biella line and are treated with painstaking processing of the highest quality.
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Acqua di Biella quality and fragrances
Scrupulously natural composition based on pure and precious essential oils, meticulous artisan
workmanship and a long tradition have guaranteed Acqua di Biella N°1 the distinction of a classical
product with an unmatched history and quality. The new Acqua di Biella fragrances based on
uncompromising values of quality are the fruit of painstaking olfactory research.
A line of peerless fragrances created by great essence producers. An olfactory trail followed by Chiara
Cantono, fourth generation of a line of perfumers, through the memories and the experiences of Biella and
of her family, that are the inspiration for all the fragrances.
Chiara and Consuelo dedicated the dialect names of the new line of Acqua di Biella fragrances to an
extraordinary uncle, Alfoso Sella. A great botanist and scholar of Biella’s customs and dialects, he
personifies the harmony between erudite culture and popular knowledge, between the love of art and a
passionate interest in nature. In the numerous texts that he wrote he was able to restore life and literary
vigour to the vanished popular traditions of his land.
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N °1

Original Acqua di Colonia, Acqua di Biella N° 1
Acqua di Biella N° 1 was created in 1871 based on eighteenth century convent formulae.
Ever since, the production has continued unchanged of this antique fragrance that bears the name
of Biella, a city renowned the world over for its wools and magnificent fabrics, situated in the heart
of the ancient Piedmont rich in history and the traditions of millennia.
Acqua di Biella N° 1 has won numerous awards and medals in Italy and abroad. Its fragrance that
marries the delicate perfume of alpine flowers with the exuberant essences of Mediterranean flora has
won over famous figures of the aristocracy, of culture and of art.
Scrupulously natural composition based on pure and precious essential oils, meticulous artisan
workmanship and a long tradition have guaranteed Acqua di Biella N° 1 the distinction of a classical
Italian product with an unmatched history and quality.
It has been an ever-present example of the best of Italian perfumery since 1871.
Acqua di Biella is strongly linked to the traditions of the Biella textile manufacturers and it has often been
used among foreign customers and suppliers as an “ambassadress” of this proud little city, to the point
that it has become more famous abroad than at home.
Among the admirers of Acqua di Biella there are numerous members of royalty and the aristocracy, men
of culture and great artists, as can be seen from original documents preserved in the Cantonos’ archives.
The fragrance
Genuine Acqua di Colonia, prepared with full respect for tradition, this citrus-floral fragrance has the fresh
notes of bergamot, lavender, rosemary and mint, followed by the warm floral middle notes of petitgrain, of
neroli, of jasmine, all carefully laid on a delicate and full-bodied base of white musk.
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Baraja

Unisex Acqua di Biella fragrance, Baraja
The creation of this fragrance was inspired by Chiara Cantono’s father, Gigi, and by the scents of a
special place near Biella that he loved very much, the Baraggia.
Chiara still vividly remembers the walks with the father around Biella and the long chats in dialect with the
peasants and shepherds who live in this ancient and unspoiled place.
He knew every plant and every tree and he knew the paths that animals took to go to water at the Elvo or
the Cervo, two crystal-clear rivers that for centuries have provided motive power and been the source of
the very special water that has made the Biella textile factories so famous all over the world. However,
the place he preferred was the Baraja.
Baraja is the dialectal name for the Biella “Baraggia”. This moor, typical of Piedmont tablelands, which
some call the “Italian savannah”, is a mysterious and enchanting place. An untouched expanse where
time seems to have stood still for millennia. An unbounded plateau surrounded by the spectacular scenery
of the Pre-Alps, one of the few magical places in which it is possible to get an intense feeling for the
mysterious and unconquered sense of nature, with its warm and humid smell of humus, with its different
and unique shades of ochre and its overwhelming silence, broken by the sudden and unexpected,
sometimes even savage, sounds of thunders and animals cries. A place dominated by high contrasts,
where the fine weather covers the deep cracks in the land caused by the sun and by the rain with a sea of
narcissi.
The fragrance
Baraja has a significantly higher concentration than a cologne, and is a perfume with a spicy and woody
character with citrus notes of lemon, citron and lime, a spicy floral heart with cinnamon, cumin, cardamom,
nutmeg, iris and pittosporum and a delicate and warm base of woods and vetiver amber, patchouli and
ambergris.
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Janca

Acqua di Biella fragrance for women, Janca.
With this new creation Acqua di Biella consolidated its position as the outstanding leader among the
entirely Italian brands of high-quality perfumes.
For this new women’s fragrance Chiara Cantono chose the name of a wonderful Biella torrent: Janca. Its
rushing and crystal-clear waters represented to her the indomitable soul of a woman she has always
admired for her authenticity and style, but above all for the resolution and the passion with which she was
able to state her independence.
The inspiring muse of Janca, as well as having an intense love for the torrent, was a passionate admirer
of a tradition in the Biella area having distant origins: a love for the rarest of flowers that, starting from the
beginning of the nineteen century, were imported in order to decorate the landscape, gladden the heart
and stimulate the imagination of the textile designers. A tradition that is still widely respected as witnessed
by the wonderful parks of Burcina and of Panoramica Zegna and in the sumptuous gardens of the villas.
Chiara Cantono wanted Janca to provide the feeling of lowering oneself into crystal-clear and foaming
waters and of smelling the gentle fruity and flowery notes emanating from an ideal riverside garden, in a
refined sequence of “solos” that merge into a harmonic and intense symphony of emotions.
Janca is the expression of genuine and sensitive femininity, full of humour, able to give free rein to
passion, joie de vivre and pleasure of daring.
The fragrance
The perfumer of Acqua di Biella achieved his aim with a very elegant and unusual use of the notes of the
precious florentin iris, that here appear totally graceful, fresh and clear. It is easy to feel them, following
the delicate fruity notes of peach, tamarind and mandarin. Once the precious scent of the iris is fully
developed, a warm and delicate bouquet of linden, osmanthus and magnolia begins to develop. It is
followed by the spicy and aromatic notes of cardamom that anticipate a robust, warm and sensual base
created with a skilful combination of musk, citron wood and patchouli .
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Bursch
The new Acqua di Biella men’s fragrance, Bursch.
Modern and evocative, clear and warm, it takes its name from an ancient Biella valley where the ancestral
relationship between man and mountain has been preserved unchanged for millennia.
Bursch wonderfully represents the continuity between tradition and modernity, the restoration of ancient
values and contemporary sensitivity, which distinguishes the brand and reflects the personality of Chiara
Cantono, the present leader of the brand.
Great-granddaughter of Luigi Cantono, who in 1871 invented Acqua di Biella cologne in his Regia
Manifattura, she is in love with her homeland, and is deeply bound to the memories of her childhood spent
in that place full of traditions. Chiara Cantono decided to devote herself professionally to design,
especially to the creation of innovative products, characterized by the use of materials and technologies
with low environmental impact, in full recognition of the link that has always bound man to nature.
The memory of dear friends who regularly went to her family’s house, men able, with the same
confidence, to face a rock climb and a black tie ball, become intertwined with the images of similar
persons who today are part of her private and professional world. The setting has changed, the old house
and the large rooms having been replaced by ultramodern professional offices, well-lit and functional
houses or unique locations, but the fascination of the stories is still accompanied by an aroma of cigars
and cognac.
Bursch is dedicated to these special men who share a deep love for the quality of life, who are able to
admire the power of wild nature, who appreciate the warmth of a family home but who are also open to
the challenges of a modern world.
A short, sharp name that embodies the idea of self-confidence and of the full command of one’s emotions.
Strong and genuine, brilliant and blessed with an out of the ordinary personality, the man that chooses
Bursch by Acqua di Biella has style and character, he behaves naturally and is surrounded with a
fascinating aura of humour and charm.
The fragrance
A sparkling, green scent of vetiver and citruses, from the first notes it expresses the dynamism and the
originality of Bursch and it leads to its heart: at first spicy and fragrant and then more precious,
composed of incense and myrrh. The masculine and robust base of musk, oak musk and woods is
anticipated by rum fragrances that pervade the whole composition, giving it that scent of “cognac and
cigars” interpreted in a completely new way, while pimento and saffron give it an intriguing flavour.
Just like a lively alchemy of essences, Bursch is an expression of power, passion, intelligence, it is a mix
of perfectly weighed qualities that never go to the point of excess. An exemplary harmony of masculine
scents, a natural combination of innovation and classical style. Strong and warm notes that vigorously
underline a determined character.
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Võ_âÇt
Ca’ Luna, refuge of dreams, memories and ambitions, site of exalting love. Faithful and silent
custodian of old traditions handed down from generation to generation.
A joyous and luminous nest, like the opening of a play dating to the 1700s on a panorama of
dreams, lit up by a thousand evening lights. On the sunlit terrace, where the seasons of life’s
rituals flow sweetly, a child’s first crawl, merry afternoon brunches, evening dances, games of
cricket.
Magnificently adorned with fragrant flowers, geraniums, ancient palm trees, massive aloe
plants, Ca’ Luna lets one see the passage of time though its old walls, covered in lichen and
silver-toned ivy. Drenched in a splendid and antique covering that responds with charm and
courage to the assault of time.
The nights at Ca’ Luna, enchanting, silent, adorned by the sound of distant bells and the wind,
the moonlight penetrating each room in a slivery shadow, divine. The animated nights of a
thousand breaths like a book by Isabel Allende help silently to merge past and present.
Vibrating shadows, dense dreams full of emotion, cottony sounds and the whisper of the
nighttime breeze caressing its rooms through immense open windows.
Its thick stone walls silently protect generations of dreams, of past love, and memories. Its
spacious shadowy rooms fragrant with the smell of freshly waxed wood and smoke from olden
stoves, unchanged through time. Indifferent to the epochs of time, watching life go by through
the proud and watchful eyes of our ancestors.
Some reference notes – with a skilful composition of green and woody notes the fragrance
expresses the sensation of entering an old country house where the first impression is of the
enveloping green notes of ivy, galbanum fennel and mastic upon which, at the moment of finding
oneself within its ancient walls, we are met by a warm and familiar sensation created by the notes of
rum, white pepper and elemi. The full-bodied base of sandalwood, leather and musk are the sound
foundation underlying the composition.
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The style and the image of Acqua di Biella
A leading exponent of the past and the present of great Italian perfumery, Acqua di Biella is addressed to
persons who are genuine and refined and who appreciate quality and harmony. It has always represented
a modern, elegant and high-class style, based on purity and on the greatest attention to detail.
With its square bottle and bakelite cap bearing the seal of the house, Acqua di Biella’s restyled packaging
retains the simplicity of the original style.
Each fragrance is identified by a different coloured label, which bears its name.
Refined like an ancient chisel, the box’s silver motif recalls the freshness of the indomitable waters of
Biella’s rivers.
The image on the window poster is an historical synthesis of the brand with the different periods in which
Acqua di Biella has played its leading role.
The wooden display stand with vegetation in bas-relief, and bearing the house seal, restates the elegant
and natural image of Acqua di Biella.
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Acqua di Biella places
Acqua di Biella perfumes bear the name of a city renowned the world over for its wools and magnificent
fabrics, situated in the heart of the ancient Piemonte rich in history and the traditions of millennia. These
landscapes steeped in fascination and atmosphere are the tapestry on which the Acqua di Biella creativity
lives and evolves. The close ties with the places give Acqua di Biella fragrances an authenticity that
makes them lively and inimitable.
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